**Cast Iron Cookware**

- **4-in-1 Trivet**
  - Constructed of durable steel
  - Can be used as a trivet for meats and pies in a Dutch oven, as a pot holder, cooking surface, lid holder, and upside down for griddles and skillets
  - Hang tag

- **15" Dutch Oven Lid Lifter**
  - Constructed of durable steel
  - Works with any slotted handle lid
  - Hang tag

- **2 Qt. Dutch Oven Carry/Storage Case**
  - Made of rugged waterproof polyester material
  - Sturdy web handles and zippered top opening
  - Foam padded bottom for maximum protection
  - Solid black
  - Poly bag/hang tag

- **Non-Stick Popcorn Popper**
  - Sturdy steel shaft with "stay cool" wood handle
  - Easy to use popper makes tasty popcorn over the fire or on the stove
  - Non-stick finish is easy to clean
  - Hanging display box

- **Deep Fry Basket**
  - 10-1/2" diameter
  - Easy stow folding handle
  - Fits Texsport 8 QT. Dutch Ovens
  - Great for fish, chicken, potatoes, hushpuppies, etc.
  - Bulk packed with sticker label

- **Deep Fry Basket**
  - 10-1/2" diameter
  - Easy stow folding handle
  - Fits Texsport 8 QT. Dutch Ovens
  - Great for fish, chicken, potatoes, hushpuppies, etc.
  - Bulk packed with sticker label

- **14-1/2" Square Pan**
  - 14" x 28"

- **14-1/2" Round Pan**
  - 14" x 28"

- **Waffle Maker**
  - 14-1/2" x 28"

- **Skillet**
  - 10-1/2"

- **Skillet Lid**
  - 10-1/2"

- **Biscuit Pan**
  - 14-1/2" x 28"

- **Cornbread Pan**
  - 14-1/2" x 28"

- **Dutch Oven**
  - 4 qt.

- **Dutch Oven w/o Legs**
  - 8 qt.

- **Dutch Oven w/o Legs**
  - 20 qt.

- **Skillet**
  - 13"

- **Skillet**
  - 15-1/2"

- **Skillet Lid**
  - 10-1/2"
Aluminum Cookware

13444
Kangaroo™ Five-Piece Non-Stick Mess Kit
- Made of durable, lightweight aluminum
- Easy cooking/cleaning non-stick interior
- Two-tone heat treated exterior finish
- Kit contains: Non-stick 1 qt. sauce pan, non-stick 7-1/2" x 1-1/2" fry pan/lid, 6" bowl, 12 oz. cup, pan gripper, and mesh carry/storage bag
- Display box

13140
Five-Piece Heavy-Duty Aluminum Mess Kit
- Kit contains: 7" fry pan with detachable handle, 6-1/2" fry pan cover/plate, 1/2 qt. boiling pot with lid, 8 oz. plastic cup
- All pieces nest together compactly
- Display box

13150
Five-Piece Aluminum Mess Kit
- Same features as 13140 but lighter weight aluminum construction
- Display box

13170
Two-Person Aluminum Cook Set
- Set contains: 7" fry pan, 6-1/2" cook pot, two 6" soup plates, two 8 oz. plastic cups and a detachable aluminum handle
- Vinyl strap holds all nesting components together for transporting
- Display box

13160
Four-Person Heavy-Duty Aluminum Cook Set
- Set contains: 6 qt. stew pot, 1-1/2 qt. cook pot, 6 cup coffee pot with lid, 9" fry pan with detachable insulated handle, four 7-1/2" plastic soup plates, four 8 oz. plastic cups and salt and pepper shakers
- Display box

13130
Three-Compartment Aluminum Plate
- Anodized handles
- Aluminum stem & basket
- Easy pour spout
- Display label

13195
Non-Stick Griddle
- 16" x 10"
- Heavy-gauge aluminum
- Non-stick surface for easy clean-up
- PVC bag/display insert

13190
Non-Stick Griddle
- 16" x 10"
- Heavy-gauge aluminum
- Non-stick surface for easy clean-up
- PVC bag/display insert

Aluminum Percolators
- Anodized handles
- Aluminum stem & basket
- Easy pour spout
- Display box

13180...9 Cup
13210...20 Cup
13401 Insulated Stainless Steel Mug
• Double-wall construction provides insulation
• 14 oz. capacity
• Will not burn lips or hands
• Lightweight and durable
• Display label

13420 Stainless Steel Mug
• Large 16 oz. capacity
• Rolled rim top prevents burned lips
• Bulk packed with display label

13405 Stainless Steel Hip Flask
• 8 oz. capacity
• Compact for easy storage
• Hinged safety cap
• Display box

13215 9 Cup Stainless Steel Percolator
• Heavy-gauge seamless construction
• Precision fitted parts
• Display box

13217...14-Cup
13219...28-Cup
**13430**
*Backpackers Stainless Steel Cook Set with Copper Bottom*
- Set nests together containing:
  - 5-1/2" fry pan, 3/4 qt. pot with lid, 5/8 qt. pot with lid and 8 oz. plastic cup
- Nylon carry/storage bag
- Display box

**13432**
*Two-Person Stainless Steel Cook Set with Copper Bottom*
- Set nests together containing:
  - 6-1/2" fry pan, 1-1/4 qt. pot with lid, 3/4 qt. pot with lid and two 8 oz. plastic cups
- Nylon carry/storage bag
- Display box

**13435**
*Family Stainless Steel Cook Set with Copper Bottom*
- Set contains:
  - 6 qt. pot with cover and carry handle, 3 qt. pot with cover and carry handle, 1 qt. pot with cover and carry handle, 8 in. cover doubles as a fry pan with detachable handle
- Nylon carry/storage bag
- Display box

---

**13442**
*Stainless Steel Combination Fry Pan/Cook Pot with Copper Bottom*
- 3 qt. cook pot with folding carry handle
- 8" fry pan with folding "stay cool" wire handle
- Nylon carry/storage bag
- Display box

**13156**
*Stainless Steel Mess Kit*
- High quality polished stainless steel with copper bottom
- Kit contains: 6-3/4" fry pan with "stay cool" locking insulated handle, 6-1/2" fry pan cover/plate, 3/4 qt. boiling pot with cover and 8 oz. plastic cup
- Display box
Black Ice™ Hard Anodized Cookware
- Hard anodization process alters and hardens the structure of cookware surface making it abrasion resistant
- Twice as hard as stainless steel
- Combines the best attributes of a hard surface treatment and the even heat transfer of aluminum
- Lightweight and durable
- Combined with non-stick interior surface this cookware makes for easy cleaning and healthy cooking

13413 Hiker
Black Ice™ Hard Anodized Cook Set
- Set nests together containing: 7-1/2” fry pan with folding “stay cool” wire handles, 1-1/2 qt. and 2-1/2 qt. cook pots with lids and folding “stay cool” wire handles
- Mesh carry/storage bag
- Display box

13414 Trailblazer
Black Ice™ Hard Anodized Cook Set
- Set nests together containing: 8-1/2” fry pan with folding “stay cool” wire handles, 2-1/2 qt. and 3-1/2 qt. cook pots with lids and folding “stay cool” wire handles
- Mesh carry/storage bag
- Display box

13419 Black Ice™ Hard Anodized 14 oz. Cup
- Single wall construction
- Stay cool rim and handle are black polypropylene
- Display box

13418 Pathfinder
Black Ice™ Hard Anodized Cook Set
- Kit nests together containing: 6-1/2” fry pan with single coat non-stick finish and locking folding “stay cool” insulated handle, 6-1/2” fry pan, cover/plate, 1/2 qt. boiling pot with lid and locking folding “stay cool” insulated handle and 8 oz. plastic cup
- Display box

13412 Scouter
Black Ice™ Hard Anodized Cook Set
- Set nests together containing: 7” fry pan with folding “stay cool” wire handles, 1 qt. and 1-1/2 qt. cook pots with lids and folding “stay cool” wire handles
- Mesh carry/storage bag
- Display box

13194 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Griddle
- 19” x 10-3/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13155 Hard Anodized Cookware
- Hard anodization process alters and hardens the structure of cookware surface making it abrasion resistant
- Twice as hard as stainless steel
- Combines the best attributes of a hard surface treatment and the even heat transfer of aluminum
- Lightweight and durable
- Combined with non-stick interior surface this cookware makes for easy cleaning and healthy cooking

13158 Black Ice™ Hard Anodized Cookware
- Hard anodization process alters and hardens the structure of cookware surface making it abrasion resistant
- Twice as hard as stainless steel
- Combines the best attributes of a hard surface treatment and the even heat transfer of aluminum
- Lightweight and durable
- Combined with non-stick interior surface this cookware makes for easy cleaning and healthy cooking

13159 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13160 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13161 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13162 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13163 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13164 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13165 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13166 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13167 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13168 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13169 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13170 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13171 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13172 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13173 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13174 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13175 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13176 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13177 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13178 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13179 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13180 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13181 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13182 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13183 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13184 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13185 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13186 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13187 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13188 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13189 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13190 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13191 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13192 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13193 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Grill Pan
- 20” x 10-1/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve

13194 Cast Aluminum
Non-Slick Griddle
- 19” x 10-3/4”
- Non-stick surface
- Durable and lightweight
- Has both smooth and ribbed cooking surface
- Display sleeve
Enamelware
- Heavy-glazed enamel on steel plate
- Appealing high gloss finish
- Kiln dried
- Display label
- Royal Blue

- 14515 ... Percolator .... 8 Cup
- 14516 ... Percolator .... 12 Cup
- 14560 ... Coffee Mug .... 12 oz.
- 14547 ... Coffee Mug .... 24 oz.
- 14566 ... Mixing Bowl .... 6"
- 14564 ... Dinner Plate .... 8-1/2"
- 14565 ... Dinner Plate .... 10"

Stainless Steel Rim Enamelware
- Stainless steel rim protects and enhances appearance
- Heavy-glazed enamel on steel plate
- Appealing high gloss finish
- Kiln dried
- Display label
- Royal Blue

- 14568 ... Coffee Mug .... 12 oz.
- 14569 ... Coffee Mug .... 24 oz.
- 14534 ... Mixing Bowl .... 6"
- 14567 ... Dinner Plate .... 8-1/2"
- 14532 ... Dinner Plate .... 10"

Wine Bottles
- Top-quality goat skin
- Latex lining
- Leakproof screw cap
- Braid trim and sling
- Hang tag
- 14420 ... 1 Liter
- 14440 ... 2 Liter

15850
5 Gal. Collapsible Water Carrier
- Rugged, see-through polyethylene construction
- Removable open/close spigot
- Carry handle
- Folds flat for storage
- Display box

Desert Canteens
- Blanket covered
- Poly lined
- Adjustable web shoulder strap
- Insulated screw-on cap with tether
- Display box
- 16420 ... 2 qt.
- 16430 ... 4 qt.

16400
1 Qt. Poly Canteen
- G.I. style, O.D. color
- Bulk pack with display label

16402
Tritan™ Canteen
- BPA Free Tritan™
- 34 oz.
- Display label

16380
1 Qt. Poly Canteen, Cover and Belt Set
- Canvas cover with lining
- Heavy-duty web pistol belt
- Display box

16390
1 Qt. Aluminum Canteen, Cover and Belt Set
- Canvas cover with lining
- Heavy-duty web pistol belt
- Display box